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Letter from the Chair
Dear SAO members,
This year has been a year like no other! I am so thankful for the technology that has
allowed so many to continue working with their studio communities and keep making
music. I am inspired when I see teachers finding new ways to connect musically with their
students through collaborative online projects, and connecting with other teachers near
and far through online teacher training and conference events.
While we were unable to gather in person for our annual conference and AGM this year,
we did host the first online AGM in SAO history. It was a very successful event! I would
like to take a moment to oﬀer my heartfelt thanks to the outgoing members of the SAO
Board: Jodie Compeau, Kate Einarson, Carmen Evans and Lenni Jabour. The work that
they have done created a strong foundation for the SAO. I am honoured and grateful for
the opportunity to serve the SAO community as the chair.
As 2020 draws to a close, I have been seeking musical inspiration to carry me through the
last few weeks of lessons. I started with a little Mozart, Brahms and Rachmaninoﬀ, but
ended up with the Rolling Stones. It turns out that 2020 was not the year I expected it to
be, but sitting here within [a few weeks] of 2021, I see the positive side of the rocky road
through the past year. And in the words of the Rolling Stones, “You can’t always get what
you want, but if you try sometimes, you find you get what you need.”
Wishing all of you a safe and happy holiday, and a sparkling New Year!

◆ Debbie Hammond, Chair, Suzuki Association of Ontario
“The Mission of the Suzuki Association of Ontario is to promote and support the
Suzuki Method of learning by nurturing excellence in education”
SEE PAGE 3 FOR FULL TABLE OF CONTENTS!1
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SAO Board
Chair: Debbie Hammond
e: chair@suzukiontario.org
Vice-Chair: VACANT
Past-Chair: Lenni Jabour
e: hello@littlemusic.ca
Secretary: Liz Biswas
e: secretary@suzukiontario.org
Treasurer: Geneviève Schirm-Joyce
e: treasurer@suzukiontario.org
Members-at-Large:
Janice Mah
e: janiceymah@gmail.com
Keite Gularte
e: keitemg@gmail.com
New Teacher Member-at-Large:
Myra Yeung
e: myrayeungonline@gmail.com
Area Representatives:
416 Area:
Maya Chilton
e: mayachilton@yahoo.ca
519 East Area:
Andrea Cook
e: andreacook361@gmail.com
519 West Area:
Rebecca Ashworth
e: rebecca.sancton@gmail.com
613 East Area (also covering 613 West):
Laura Nerenberg
e: junezaria@gmail.com
905 South Area:
Mary Burke
e: enniskillen.suzuki@gmail.com
905 North Area (also covering 705 and 807):
Susan Beth Barak
e: heartstringsstudio@gmail.com

Looking for New Board
Members!
The SAO is looking for members to join the
SAO’s Board of Directors! Check out our Board
Roles and Responsibilities document to learn
more about the role requirements behind our
thriving and successful organization. Our
current openings are:
‣
‣
‣
‣

Vice-Chair
613 West Area Representative
705 Area Representative
807 Area Representative

Want more info or to apply? Email Claire at
info@suzukiontario.org. We would be thrilled to
welcome you!

Please note that
the Executive and
Administrative
team will be taking
a holiday break
from December 15
- January 3, 2021
to spend time with
their families.
Happy Holidays
and New Year!

SAO NEWSLETTER
Consulting Editors: Debbie Hammond,
Rebecca Ashworth and Laura Nerenberg
Articles/Notices Send to the Editor:
Claire Motyer info@suzukiontario.org
Advertising Send to:
SAO
suzukiontario+ads@gmail.com
75 Cardigan St.
Guelph ON N1H 3Z7
DEADLINE for next edition:
March 5, 2020
500 word limit
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A Welcome to Our New Board Members
GENEVIÈVE SCHIRM-JOYCE, TREASURER
Geneviève began her Suzuki journey at the age of 2 with Suzuki cello
teacher Jo-Anne Goyder in Waterloo, Ontario. After her formative years of
study, including summers at SOSI, Geneviève attended Wilfrid Laurier
University, where she studied with renowned cellist Paul Pulford, and
obtained an Honours Bachelor of Music, a Bachelor of Arts in French, and
a Diploma in Chamber Music. Geneviève went on to study with Carol Tarr
at the University of Denver where she received her Master of Music
Degree in Suzuki Pedagogy in June 2009.
Geneviève currently performs as principal cellist for the Cambridge
Symphony and Waterloo Chamber Players, as well as cellist for the
Quinten Quartet. Geneviève is the cello teacher and bookkeeper at Suzuki
Talent Education of Waterloo, where she is a founding teacher and
director. She also joined the faculty at the Suzuki String School of Guelph
this year.
Geneviève lives in Waterloo, Ontario, where she enjoys instructing aquafit at the YMCA when she
isn’t teaching or running, and is a co-Suzuki parent with her husband Marc to her two sons and
daughter.
JANICE MAH, MEMBER-AT-LARGE
Janice Mah (violinist) enjoys being part of a vibrant Suzuki community
and working with students of all ages in Ottawa, Ontario. Currently, she
is the Strings teacher at Canterbury Arts High School, where her primary
goal is to make music accessible and fun for youth. In the past, she has
performed as a soloist for two former Governors General and royalty
from the Netherlands. Janice has had many wonderful orchestral
experiences as a section violinist, principal player, concertmaster and
featured soloist.
Janice enjoys spending time with her family and playing with her dog Mr. Miyagi.
KEITE GULARTE, MEMBER-AT-LARGE
Keite Gularte received her B.Mus in Violin and Viola Performance from
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil, where she is
originally from. She received her M.Mus in violin and viola – pedagogy
and performance – from University of Houston in Texas. Most recently,
Keite concluded her M.A in Music Culture at Carleton University, in
Ottawa.
From a very early age, Keite was an active musician performing with
many artists from Brazil and abroad. She worked as a violist (principal
and assistant) in symphony orchestras in her hometown prior to moving
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to Canada. Since 2006, she has been teaching in diverse settings such as university projects, social
projects, and music studios. Keite maintains a balance between her love for teaching, performing,
and her endless interest in more knowledge. Keite is currently the Artistic Director and a faculty
member of SuzukiMusic - The National Capital Suzuki School of Music.
MAYA CHILTON, 416 AREA REPRESENTATIVE
Maya began her studies at the Royal Conservatory of Music at age 5. A
student of Clara Shrantz-Odynski, she studied the Suzuki Method,
traditional RCM as well as Americana and Celtic Fiddle.
Following Ms. Shrantz-Odynski’s departure from the Royal
Conservatory, she continued her studies at the Toronto Children’s
Institute for Music and the Arts. This move lead to performances across
Canada and regular features with local orchestras alongside her
classmates. In 1993 the school’s senior students were invited to perform
for the Irish Prime Minister at the International Suzuki Conference in
Dublin Ireland.
After graduating from Toronto’s Humber College as the first dual Voice
and Violin Performance/Composition major, she began her Suzuki Teacher training under Paule
Barsalou. She then began teaching at The Miles Nadal JCC Suzuki School in 2006.
In 2020, alongside longtime colleagues Amber Walton-Amar, Lea Kirstein, Amanda Penner & Laura
Bates, she helped found The Bowed Arts Collective. The school focuses on accessible, inclusive and
equitable string education. When in-person classes can resume, Bowed Arts will offer a wide variety
of private and group opportunities. Orchestral mentorship, global fiddle tradition, media arts & nonClassical programming will run alongside Suzuki teaching.
Outside of her role as a Suzuki teacher, Maya is a solo recording artist. She has released numerous
singles that have charted around the world and has had music featured in popular TV shows Broad
City & Kim’s Convenience. She is currently the owner and operator of an independent record label
Never Dance Alone Records & tours extensively throughout North America and abroad. She is
currently the violinist for Canadian sweethearts The Arkells and is also the Canadian voice of EGGO
Waffles.
REBECCA ASHWORTH, 519 WEST AREA REPRESENTATIVE
A little about me – my name is Rebecca Ashworth, and I have been
employed as Membership Services Assistant for the Professional and
Managerial Association at Western University, a non-profit staff
association representing over 800 employees, since shortly after returning
to my hometown of London with my family just over two years ago. I was
born and raised in London, Ontario studying Suzuki violin with Cathy Clark
from age 4. I went on to pursue a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree at York
University, where I studied classical, Celtic, and jazz violin, with Peggy
McGuire, Anne Lederman, Al Henderson, Sundar Viswanathan, Matt
Brubeck, and Lorne Lofsky. During my time at York, I began teaching
violin at the Long and McQuade Music Education Centre, and was also
heavily involved in student government, where my passion for non-profit
!5
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board governance was born.
After a brief stint working in various administrative roles at York, I took a leap of faith and enrolled in
the Every Child Can course and shortly after, completed Book One training, I was hired to teach at
the Beaches Suzuki School of Music. I went on to complete Suzuki Books 2-4 training, and to teach
at many schools in Toronto including the North York Suzuki School, the MNjcc Suzuki Program, the
Toronto Suzuki Studio, and Enquiring Minds Montessori Casa. In 2017 everything changed with the
birth of my twins, Hunter and Madeline. I went on maternity leave, and made the difficult decision to
move to London to be closer to my parents, and enjoy a lower cost of living. In the summer of 2018,
my children had their first SECE classes with Elena Spanu (Toronto Suzuki Studio) at Camp Noronto
(where I was also teaching), and began SECE classes at the Thames Valley Suzuki School in the
Fall of 2018 - which were unfortunately cut short due to the onset of Covid-19. I had intended to start
my own home studio in London this Fall, but Covid-19 had other plans – our extensive home
renovations have been put on hold, and I was thrust into the difficult position of working from home,
while caring for our twins now aged 3. My dream of a home studio may have been postponed, but
my dedication to the Suzuki Method, as a teacher, and now as a parent, hasn’t waned.
I am also a member of the Celtic band, Old Man Flanagan’s Ghost, which has been featured in Irish
Music Magazine, The Celtic Music Journal, have been on various national community/college music
charts, and received play on CBC stations across Canada, performing at festivals and pubs all
around Ontario.

!EXPERT PURVEYORS OF STRINGED INSTRUMENTS,
PIANOS, GUITARS AND MUSIC BOOKS SINCE 1890

VISIT OUR NEW ONLINE STORE
WWW.REMENYI.COM
210 Bloor St West, Toronto ON M5S 1T8
Tel: 416-961-3111
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Action Toward Change: The Start of Our Organization’s
Journey towards Equity and Inclusion
On Sunday, December 6, 2020 the Board of the SAO met for a session called “The Inclusionary
Mindset: Equity, Inclusion, and Systemic Racism.” This session was a starting point to help the
members of the Board come together, learn, and establish a shared understanding of systemic
racism, inclusion, and equity before the Board begins strategic planning for the future.
The mission of the SAO is "to promote and support the Suzuki Method of learning by nurturing
excellence in education.” With that in mind, we feel that it is imperative to do the work to understand
what systemic racism is, and to work towards having equity of access. We want to support you in
your communities, and develop mutual trust and respect for diversity, equity, fairness, and social
justice.
The facilitator for this session was Marva Wisdom, a Senior Fellow at the Munk School of Global
Affairs and Public Policy. Ms. Wisdom is a leading voice in empowering social change and has been
advocating for social justice and inclusivity here in Ontario for decades. To learn more about Marva
Wisdom, please visit her website: https://www.marvawisdom.com.
In advance of this session, Marva shared information with the Board (see the links below this article)
so that we could all do some preliminary reading. One study, that was recently published by the
Environics Institute, included this useful definition of racism: Modern racism is defined as a more
contemporary and subtle form of prejudice that focuses on racialized people as a group rather than
as individuals, and looks more at their place in society than at individual characteristics. This
definition will help us as we work together over the coming months and years to understand what
structures and policies within the SAO are creating barriers for diversity.
The Environics Institute Race Relations in Canada 2019 Survey found that many Canadians,
especially Indigenous and Black people, experience discrimination on a daily basis (see chart).
These sobering numbers are specific to our Canadian context and show how differently each of us
experiences the world.
Day-to-day experience in past 12 months due to race %
By racial group responding
Q.30a-f Please indicate whether or not each of the following has happened to you in the past 12
months because or your race or ethnicity? (page 43, Race Relations in Canada 2019, Final Report)
White

Chinese

South
Asian

Indigen
ous

Black

Other

Others treated you as not smart

30

21

40

47

56

37

Others acted as if suspicious of
you

24

18

34

50

55

30

Ignored, overlooked or not given
service in a restaurant/store

25

28

31

44

42

31

Mistaken for someone who serves
others

16

20

23

32

37

25
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Day-to-day experience in past 12 months due to race %
By racial group responding
Q.30a-f Please indicate whether or not each of the following has happened to you in the past 12
months because or your race or ethnicity? (page 43, Race Relations in Canada 2019, Final Report)
White

Chinese

South
Asian

Indigen
ous

Black

Other

Treated diﬀerently by employer
(hiring, pay, promotion)

16

15

21

30

23

21

Unfairly stopped by police

5

5

10

31

18

12

The Board’s session with Ms. Wisdom started by establishing that the members of our Suzuki
community have different lived experiences and different gaps in our knowledge. She encouraged us
to create space in our ongoing conversations for grace and empathy, and to continue having
uncomfortable conversations and also make room to unlearn while we are learning. This is difficult.
When the members of the Board that were present had their turn to introduce themselves near the
start of the session, and to share how they felt, some of the words that came up repeatedly were
hopeful, open, ready, excited, anxious, humbled, grateful, and thankful. Each member also shared
why they have chosen to volunteer their time for the Suzuki Association of Ontario. I am sure it will
not surprise you to see that the Board members have volunteered their time:
• because they wanted an opportunity to help their colleagues
• to strengthen our communities
• because Suzuki has been an important part of their life
• to find community
• out of a sense of responsibility, of it being their turn
• because the Suzuki Philosophy has drawn them in
• because they have skills that they can share
This sounds to me like it is a group of people that will try their best to fulfill the mission of the SAO,
and to help all of us along the journey to reach out, to welcome new people, and to implement action
towards change. It gives me hope to know that the Board members have made a commitment to
continue developing cultural competency. The session with Marva Wisdom was the start of a shared
understanding of an inclusionary mindset, which will permeate the work of the upcoming strategic
planning.
◆ Carmen Evans
Resources from Marva Wisdom:
Equality v.s. Equity:
Inclusion Solution
Northwestern Health Unit
Research projects:
The Black Experience Project (2011-2017)
Surveys and articles:
Race Relations in Canada 2019 Survey
Toronto Star Article on Discrimination about Black and Chinese Communities
!8
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SAO TEA Workshop: Teaching, Education, Action
Are you interested in developing an inclusive
and safe space for Black students within your
musical community and music studios?
An equity and inclusivity workshop will be
hosted by former SuzukiMusic students, Alador
Bereketab and Sador Bereketab. They will
facilitate a discussion-based workshop where
they will share their perspective from their
experience as some of the few Black students
who studied in the SuzukiMusic community in
Ottawa. The workshop will be focused on how
musical communities can better create more
accessible programs for a wide range of
student demographics. It will be a great
opportunity for music educators to gain insight
on how to create inclusive and safe spaces for
Black students and parents in their
organizations.

Date: February 7, 2021 at 2:00PM
Register via Eventbrite here.

!9
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Teacher Development Scholarships: Summer Online Training
Reports and Upcoming Deadline
Because all Suzuki in-person trainings were cancelled this past summer due to COVID-19, SAO
members were invited to apply for mini summer online training scholarships. These scholarships
were awarded by the SAO board. The next scholarship application deadline is May 31, 2021 and the
SAO will be returning to the full scholarship model. You can find out more and apply by filling out the
form found here. Below you’ll find a report from a summer scholarship recipient.
MYRA YEUNG
The SAA's "Suzuki Online Seminars" (SOS) were introduced in Summer 2020. Each SOS is
designed to be interactive and to span five hours over two days, with capped enrolment. The SAO
quickly set up SOS scholarships. I would like to express my appreciation to the SAO for its
unwavering support of professional development and lifelong learning!
In July, I enrolled in "Developing the Ear from the First Lesson", with Teri Einfeldt. Teri discussed
aural exercises and singing activities geared toward beginning students and their parents. She
emphasized the importance of helping parents overcome discouragement and anxiety as they strive
to learn aural skills alongside their child.
The discussion then turned to specific foci of Violin Book 1 repertoire, and also to aural goals for
subsequent Books (e.g. students learning to tune, and knowledge of complex piano
accompaniment parts). We tried some advanced exercises that combined scales and Tonalization
with shifting, note and key signature awareness (i.e. which notes were ringing tones and which were
accidentals), and rhythms. These were tougher than they seemed!
Mrs. Einfeldt ended the seminar with a discussion about becoming “Ear-responsible": training
parents and students to listen actively, to know what to listen for, and to become trainers
themselves by knowing the whys.
I also enrolled in "Viola Bridge", with Betsy Stuen-Walker. This SOS covered the latter half of Viola
Book 4, which is the point where the violin and viola Suzuki curricula go their separate ways. Ms.
Stuen-Walker prepared a number of handouts for the seminar, including technique charts to track
our discussions and many detailed exercises for specific bars in the Viola Book 4 repertoire. We also
discussed shifting exercises, the use of various ornaments, string crossing etudes (with Kreutzer
compilations), and bow strokes including spiccato and sautillé.
We played through the Telemann Double concerto together on Zoom and briefly heard about
Betsy’s diverse, advanced viola repertoire project. It was very meaningful to spend time with other
violists!

Upcoming Teacher Development
For complete information about teacher development courses offered throughout Canada and the
US this year, please visit: https://suzukiassociation.org/events/
905 South Area Member Susan Gagnon will also be offering “Unit One Revisited” course for Cello on
Sundays 1-4 p.m., February 7 through to March 7, 2021. You can email Susan at
susancellogagnon@gmail.com if you are interested.

!1 0
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Etobicoke Suzuki Music: Fall 2020 Update
Etobicoke Suzuki Music (ESM) transitioned to online learning in March. This summer, we polled our
families about back-to-school preferences. We also prepared health protocols and purchased
equipment to enhance our venue's safety. The intent was to resume partial in-person learning in
October.
However, by September we saw that the best way forward was to remain fully online. With that
decision came a commitment to enhancing online learning to the best of our ability. We continue to
refine technical setups and to discuss online-teaching tips and ideas. We've established real-time
quartet rehearsals and coachings. Our senior violin students worked together to present an online
group performance this week. Our Suzuki Sprouts (SECE) program has pivoted to an online format.
Despite technical setbacks and fielding oodles of questions, we have had many firsts and also some
unexpected positive surprises.
We are delighted to have a sizeable beginner class this fall. Being online was an eye-opener as
teachers had to rethink how to explain, demonstrate, and engage without being physically present.
An even closer relationship between teacher and parent was formed as they worked through building
posture and understanding points of view. Watching and discussing videos during class was never
easier! We've been pleasantly surprised by how well these youngest students have adapted to online
learning.
Book graduation recitals and group concerts are always highly anticipated events. Our spring and fall
terms were no different. Book recitals held online became even more special when international
family members could attend. How exciting it was for young students when long-distance relatives
are there to celebrate a special milestone!
Our fall term culminated in an online Winter Play-In that replaced our usual Winter Concert. What a
challenge! In addition to coordinating 18 teachers and senior student leaders, managing a Zoom
event with over 125 sign-ins presented its own challenges! But the students' enthusiasm and
eagerness to play with others came through strongly, even online. It was just as inspiring to have the
senior students leading pieces online as it was when we were in person.
ESM's first online Every Child Can! course is currently running. Registration quickly filled to capacity.
Participants hail from Quebec, Manitoba, B.C., Texas, and across Ontario. Their different viewpoints
and shared experiences are so enriching to the course. We see a continued need for online
professional development courses.
This week, one of our parents wrote: "While things are definitely difficult, ESM is such a gift. There is
music in our home every day and Margot and Rachel's fantastic Zoom teaching is something to look
forward to. We are so, so grateful."
We are finding that families need and appreciate the community and joy of music more than ever.
Teaching online makes for an unusual learning experience, but these purposeful connections still
nurture, encourage, and develop beautiful hearts.
◆ Tammy Fournier (ESM Administrator) and Myra Yeung (ESM Co-Director)
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Area Reports
905 NORTH AREA REPORT
Heart-Strings Talent Education continues the musical
school year online, and violin and viola students of all ages
have been having a great time! With groups taking place
2-3 times per month, parent meetings and a WhatsApp
group, we are all staying connected during this challenging
year. Through thick and thin, the unconditional support
found in the studio community has been found to be a
lifeline providing strength and motivation in the true Suzuki
spirit.
Heart-Strings’ first Winter Zoom recitals took place
December 5, with each of three groups having its own
recital followed by a sing-along of holiday favourites. We
are also volunteering to brighten up the Shine Through the
Rain Virtual Pediatric Christmas Party on December 12, in
our tradition of supporting local non-profits with our gift of
sharing music.

Annabella Kwok, age 8

Heart-Strings students have also participated in the CFMTA and ORMTA area e-Festivals, Canada
Music Week recitals, the Newmarket & Area ORMTA Fall Honours Auditions and Recitals, and online
RCM exams, all with wonderful results. Heart-Strings students’ videos have been featured at all the
festivals for their outstanding creativity as well as musical skills and expression. The Newmarket &
Area Canada Music Week Recital featured a “Canada & Me” written component plus artwork
submissions. Heart-Strings students’ creative work was singled out for commendation by event
convenors and recognized in their report to the ORMTA.
Since 2003, Heart-Strings has continued to promote Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in its policies as
a core value. Recently, Heart-Strings
Artistic Director Susan Beth Barak
has accepted the honour of serving
as President of the Newmarket &
Area branch of the ORMTA, and she
has spearheaded several key
initiatives related to DEI in hopes of
extending a broader prioritization of
human rights and social justice
issues throughout our musical
community. She is also forging new
alliances with Indigenous groups in
the spirit of the recommendations of
t h e Tr u t h a n d R e c o n c i l i a t i o n
Commission.
Emma Matthewson, age 8

Despite the ongoing closures,
nothing can stop the music! Our
!1 2
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learning and love of the violin and viola continue to grow, “nurtured by love.” As Dr. Suzuki liked to
quote Pablo Casals, “Music will save the world!”
◆ Susan Beth Barak, 905 North (also covering 705 and 807) Area Representative
Videos from 905N
‣ Minuet 2, performed by by Heart-Strings students Emma Mathewson, 8, and Alayna Mathewson,
13
‣ The Cowboy (composer Christine Donkin), CFMTA video performed by Heart-Strings student
Laura Vignale, 9, on her horse
905 SOUTH AREA REPORT
Most of us have experienced a very unusual fall and I've heard from some that things are quiet,
which makes sense given the current environment of not being able to gather in large groups for
lessons and recitals. I had a lovely online recital at the end of June and it made the kids and parents
quite happy that we went forward with the virtual 'venue'. Fall in my studio has seen a mix of inperson and virtual lessons depending on the comfort level of the family and their mix of school and
social activities. In-person lessons include masks, hand sanitizer and cleaning piano keys, etc. It is
working pretty well, but of course virtual lessons have their difficulties when you can't correct
fingerings or notes fast enough -- the “stop, prepare!" does not always get heard over the internet.
We look forward to another online recital this December, I miss the duets, groups and seeing some
of my students in person.
News from 905S Area Member, Laurie Mitchell:
I would like to express my thanks to our SAO board and administrator for all that they have
accomplished and for running such a professional AGM.
Like all of you, I am gaining experience using apps to teach online. My favourite is FaceBook’s Portal
TV. I can somewhat play along with my students and the camera follows me wherever I go. Of
course, zoom and FaceTime work for those not on Facebook or for whom screensharing is an
advantage. In November, I organized a scale workshop on zoom and it was a tremendous success.
Thirteen of my advanced students zoomed in to practice 3-octave scales. It was amazing to see how
engaged each student was. We focused on very specific techniques we need to get around the
violin. The hour passed in the blink of an eye and they all thought it was fun.
Although I think that zoom concerts are fine, in an effort to share Christmas music off-line, I am
having my students perform in a mall behind a barrier. Each student will get 10 -15 minutes to play
duets with me (masked, distanced and behind a barrier). My concert will take 2 days but, oh well, my
students are excited about the performance opportunity😊
I would also like to share with my SAO friends that I am the newly appointed Music Director of La
Jeunesse Youth Orchestra. We have divided the orchestra into small units that can rehearse and
perform in a socially distanced way and we have a team that ensures adherence to all public health
regulations. Our ‘Stay Home for the Holidays’ concert video will be released on Dec. 20th and should
be found on our website ljyo.ca and on Youtube.

!1 3
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News from 905S Area Member, Kathy Coltof:
I am enjoying my students who come for piano, violin and viola, and 1 cello student. Most of the
students come for a zoom lesson, but once in a while they come here for the lesson as we need to
check fingering of the music, posture etc. I really miss the group lessons. I had left hip replacement
surgery during March Break - went for physiotherapy for 3 months and started teaching in June,
which I am enjoying again. I really miss playing in my orchestra. I look forward to being back playing
with colleagues. My students will be playing in the virtual music festivals in 2021. We are all very
careful, it is important to wear our masks in the studio. I do hope that we can have SOSI next
summer - a wonderful tradition for all our colleagues and our students.
◆ Mary Burke, 905 South Area Representative
519 WEST AREA REPORT
Answer to Hive Mind Question:
While we hope that the second wave of COVID-19 is cresting, we have been pretty lucky in London
and Middlesex County to have made it this far in yellow/orange status. But along with an increase in
cases across Ontario, it is possible our area will join the majority of neighbouring communities. As
many of us continue to work from home we are faced with the very real screen-fatigue.
Here are some things that have helped me avoid screen-fatigue
1. Get a pair of blue blocking glasses. I bought the cheapest frames I could find from
clearlycontacts.ca, and upgraded my prescription to include the blue light blockers. It has made
of world of diﬀerence in my ability to focus on a screen and at the end of the day I’m finding my
eyes are feeling less dry and less strained. You can also purchase non-prescription glasses at a
variety of stores including through amazon.ca.
2. Take breaks. Make sure you schedule at least a few minutes in between meetings, lessons and
group classes. It is tempting to schedule back-to-back Zoom lessons, and while we may have
been able to teach 4 (or more) hours of in person lessons without a break, online lessons are a
diﬀerent beast. Make sure you take some time to stretch, stand up, get a glass of water, and give
your eyes, and your self, a break.
3. Pick up a screen-free hobby or pastime. For me, I found that adult colouring books were not
only a good way to explore my creativity but the repetitive motion of filling in the pictures was
quite soothing. Visit stephlawcreates.ca and download her FREE Colouring Pages For All Ages
(though donations are encouraged).
4. Go for a walk! I cannot stress this one enough. Walking has been my saviour. As a mother with
young children who were out of daycare for 6 months, my nightly walks became my solace. It is
an hour of peace and quiet, it is my time. My time to re-charge, to reflect, and to reinvigorate.
Take care of yourselves, and I hope everyone is having a wonderful recital season.
Happy Holidays from the 519!
◆ Rebecca Ashworth, 519 West Area Representative
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519 EAST AREA REPORT
A huge Congratulations to Suzuki Talent Education of Waterloo!
Suzuki Talent Education of Waterloo (STEW) is excited to announce that they have been granted
charitable status. This was a long process that took countless hours by their hardworking and
dedicated team of teachers and volunteers. They know this will help them to continue to bring
Suzuki music education into their community.
◆ Andrea Cook, 519 East Area Representative
613 EAST AREA REPORT
Second ZOOM-Recital done, First ZOOM-Group concert and ZOOM-Workshop on the horizon!
After a brief, optional pre-performance meditation (a great use for zoom breakout rooms!), the
students of Ottawa's Rideau Falls Violins and guests from all over Ontario and Quebec gathered
virtually for a zoom-recital on Sunday, December 6, 2020.
Our last solo zoom-cital was in May, 2020. And since then, I've observed a great deal of progress
from each student. Despite having had only a handful (5) in-person lessons (in the backyard, in the
summer) since March, I was truly blown away by what my students were able to accomplish given
our world's unusual circumstances. Some students played with parental or pre-recorded
accompaniment, others played solo. Regardless of the situation, each met the challenge of playing in
front of a screen with great poise and polish.
As a teacher, I've noticed that I am better equipped to run a virtual recital than I was in the spring. I'm
more adept with the spotlight feature. I know the trick of asking guests to rename themselves starting
with the letter “z”, so it's easier for me to sift through the performers I want to spotlight. (I have the
thousands-strong Distance Learning Facebook group founded by Carrie Reuning to thank for much
of my zoom prowess!)
Beyond that, is the adeptness with which parents and students have accustomed themselves to
muting and unmuting. It seems like a little detail, but anyone who's spent any time on zoom knows
how important muting and unmuting are!
In May, I wrote about how it was still possible to feel the warmth emanating from the computer
screen, from the living rooms, basements and family rooms of each student's home. Today, I was
often moved to tears. What was palpable wasn't just warmth, it was the feeling of a community
supporting each student. Just as an in-person audience supports each performer, sending their
positivity to that performer from their seats to the stage, each performer received a similar supportive
vibe over the somewhat clunky tool of the internet.
Amidst the lessons I have learned in the past 8 months, the most important is how meaningful it is to
families and students that students continue to have the opportunity to perform and the challenge of
setting and reaching tangible goals, regardless of the pandemic.
continued on next page ☞
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For that reason alone, it's worth updating my zoom app, and continuing to seek better ways for my
students to benefit from the chances to make music together and for each other.
The Rideau Falls Violins Group and Improvisation Concert was held on Saturday, December 12, at
3:00PM on Zoom. It was wonderful to make music with my students again!
Coming up later this winter, hosted by Rideau Falls Violins, is the virtual I Heart Violin workshop, for
Suzuki Violin students of all levels and from anywhere! Wonderful guest clinicians include fiddle
teacher, Julia Bowdring, group class teacher, Carmen Evans, and Diana Nuttall who will speak with
parents. One definite benefit of a virtual event, is the ease with which teachers from far and wide can
work with students. To learn more about I Heart Violin, get in touch with Laura Nerenberg:
junezaria@gmail.com. This workshop is open to all violin students, not just studio members!
For teachers, Laura will be hosting more free improvisation teacher-training crash courses in the
N e w Ye a r. S t a y p o s t e d b y s i g n i n g u p f o r L a u r a ' s e m a i l s h e r e : h t t p s : / / l a u r a nerenberg.squarespace.com/signup-for-emails-1
◆ Laura Nerenberg, 613 East Area Representative
416 AREA REPORT
Greetings from the 416. A huge congratulations to all. We made it to December. What a year to look
back on.
I asked the Toronto teachers what they’ve been doing to keep their students engaged, what’s new in
repertoire and if they’ve found any new Zoom or app tricks to share and they did not disappoint.
Our past chair Lenni Jabour of Little Music Studios has been holding monthly recitals for her
students. “These are no-pressure scenarios where all students work on a special review piece they’d
like to share with everyone else via a large group zoom meeting, and they take centre stage in the
gallery view one by one. As an audience, we clap and cheer, using the app’s reactions buttons for
thumbs-up, clapping (of course), heart and “party” emojis.” I love this idea! Take some of the
pressure out of more formal recitals and focus on community building and support. Another 416
teacher, Amber Walton-Amar hosts monthly recitals that are part of her performance classes. In
addition to polished pieces the students can also try out “Works in Progress”. The class is open to
children, youth and adults alike.
While I love the pageantry of seasonal recitals, pivoting to this more accessible format is fantastic.
It's also a great way to focus on review, remove the stress or fear of performing and build
camaraderie amongst the players; this year it’s something that is needed more than ever.
In addition to recitals, teachers in the 416 have been adding in exciting new repertoire with a purpose
to their studios. TDSB teacher Eric Watson has introduced the students to a wide variety of
supplemental repertoire from Joseph Bologne to Prince to James Brown. Focusing on Black
composers and creators, he uses the music to talk about the 1960’s civil rights movements and
racism. Mr. Watson has also focused on Rap, Hip-Hop and the art of sampling.
As part of the JCC program I’ve started a brand new class that focuses entirely on Pop music and
the basics of A/V recording. We have weekly listening playlists that feature everything from
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Springsteen to Earth Wind and Fire to Drake. We learn not only melodies but basslines and rhythm
parts.
Esme Allen-Creighton introduced me to the wonderful Imagine Book Series by Kenesha Ryce. Not
only are the stories engaging, they serve as technique helpers for parents and give our black
students much needed visibility. Stay tuned for Esme’s full review of these fantastic books.
Thank you to all those who shared their fantastic ideas and programming. I know we’re just
scratching the surface and there’s so much more to come. Please continue to send in your photos,
videos and TikToks to keep us all inspired!
◆ Maya Chilton, 416 Area Representative
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The SAO Hive Mind
Every newsletter, a question will be posed to be answered by our excellent
Suzuki community (trainers, teachers, parents, students), finding inspiration in
our shared ideas around successful outcomes in all kinds of circumstances
related to music education.

This newsletter’s question to be answered for next time:

Ideas: It is common to use reward and punishment systems to
extrinsically motivate students. However, the development of
*intrinsic* motivation to create the desire to practise and play an
instrument is the ultimate goal. Understanding that the
development of intrinsic motivation can take time, and that every
child and family is unique, what methods do you use to develop
intrinsic motivation in students?
Please send your answers to suzukiontario+news@gmail.com before March 5, 2020, and it will
be printed in the next newsletter. We’re all in this together - please do chime in!
The question from the last newsletter:

How have you adjusted your studio for teaching during COVID-19?
Answer:
Please read the report from Rebecca Ashworth on page 14. She shares some great ideas for
teaching online!
--Teaching online has been a reality check in a lot of ways. It has forced me to really look at myself,
literally, as I teach. I've been enjoying the creativity in coming up with how to make certain teaching
aspects work over a screen and realizing the things that really do not work. I was surprised however
that the list of things we CAN'T do over ZOOM isn't as long as I thought it would be. Teaching
online definitely is not a replacement to in person lessons, but it has its place and really can work.
My daughter has been doing kindergarten online and it's been interesting to observe how these
teachers have been approaching online teaching - we were skeptical at first if it would work, but
we've all been really enjoying the classes and the teachers!
Teaching in this diﬀerent way has also forced the students to take more responsibility in accessing
their online practice charts, keeping their violins in tune, having their books and pencils ready along
with metronomes, tuners and other supplies. Students have been recording themselves and have
been self-reflecting and working with the metronome more to put together group recordings.
Although I sometimes find posture hard to instruct over video, many other skills are flourishing that
maybe wouldn't have received such a focus in the past.
Not only have I been teaching private lessons over ZOOM, but group classes, recitals and my SECE
Small Steps Class have all been taught this way as well. When given the chance, online lessons can
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keep a community thriving. I've had students in other cities even sign up for my SECE class. It's
been incredible to be able to connect with people from all over during this time.
I anticipate that even when we get through the pandemic, lessons will never return to the way they
were. For a few years now I've been contemplating how to reduce the use of paper with practice
charts and since being forced into doing them online, I don't think I'll ever go back to paper. I was
skeptical about doing group classes online since you can only ever hear one player at a time. I've
shortened my group classes and made them a play-along session broken up by theory lessons and
music games. I have seen my youngest students progress over the past few months and
demonstrate what they have learned from these classes. Just because it's diﬀerent, doesn't mean it
can't have an impact. I have one student with a severe medical condition who has never been able
to participate in group classes in order to protect her immune system. Oﬀering group classes online
has been a blessing for her family.
All in all I am grateful to my students for sticking with me, the opportunity to continue learning and
growing as a teacher and a chance to keep my small musical community going strong.
◆ Amy Barten, Violin & Early Childhood Education
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